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Spelling list: Characters in To Kill A Mockingbird

 by Harper Lee is a classic novel set in the 1930s. Through the eyes of Scout Finch, the To Kill a Mockingbird
story explores themes of racism, morality, and the loss of innocence. The trial of Tom Robinson, a black man 
wrongly accused, exposes the injustice and prejudice deeply rooted in society.

Scout
 Finch, the young protagonist, observes racial injustice and learns Scout

about compassion and empathy.

Finch
Scout  , the young protagonist, observes racial injustice and learns Finch

about compassion and empathy.

Atticus
 Finch, a compassionate and principled lawyer, serves as a moral Atticus

compass and challenges societal norms in defending Tom Robinson.

Jem
 Finch, Scout's older brother, experiences growth and maturity as he Jem

navigates societal prejudice.

Boo

 Radley, a mysterious recluse, becomes an enigmatic figure whose Boo

unseen acts of kindness have a profound impact on Scout and Jem.mpact 

on Scout and Jem.

Radley
Boo  , a mysterious recluse, becomes an enigmatic figure whose Radley

unseen acts of kindness have a profound impact on Scout and Jem.

Calpurnia
 , the Finch family's nurturing housekeeper, provides guidance Calpurnia

and support to Scout and Jem.

Tom

 Robinson, an innocent black man, becomes the victim of racial Tom

prejudice and endures an unjust trial that exposes the deeply ingrained 

injustices of society.

Robinson

Tom  , an innocent black man, becomes the victim of racial Robinson

prejudice and endures an unjust trial that exposes the deeply ingrained 

injustices of society.

Mayella
 Ewell, a white woman, is involved in a controversial case that Mayella

challenges societal norms.
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Ewell Mayella  , a white woman, is involved in a controversial case that Ewell

challenges societal norms.

Bob
 Ewell, Mayella's abusive father, plays a significant role in the trial and Bob

its aftermath.

Dill

 Harris, a curious and imaginative friend from a different town, brings a Dill

sense of adventure and excitement to Scout and Jem's lives during the 

summers in Maycomb.

Maudie
Miss  Atkinson serves as a source of moral guidance for Scout, Maudie

offering her insight and perspective on the events unfolding in Maycomb.

Alexandra
Aunt  , Atticus' strict and traditional sister, seeks to impose Alexandra

societal norms and conventions upon Scout and Jem.

Heck
 Tate, the town's sheriff, plays a crucial role in the trial and its Heck

aftermath.

Tate
Heck  , the town's sheriff, plays a crucial role in the trial and its Tate

aftermath.

Sykes
Reverend  , a respected church leader, promotes unity and justice Sykes

within the community.

Dubose
Mrs. Henry Lafayette  , an elderly woman, teaches Jem and Scout Dubose

about courage and forgiveness.

Taylor Judge  presides over Tom Robinson's trial.Taylor
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